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ABSTRACT

ARTICLE INFO

Generating economies of scale is one of the most desirable goals when devel‐
oping modular product systems. Since complex products are commonly de‐
veloped in collaboration between an Original Equipment Manufacturer (OEM)
and its suppliers, pursuing this goal inherently establishes interdependencies
between the development process, supplier integration and supply chain
design. To fully reap the benefits of modular product systems requires a com‐
prehensive approach that encompasses these fields and addresses the inter‐
dependencies between them via a coherent collaboration between develop‐
ment and purchasing. This is the main focus of this work. In this paper, we
first describe how the product development process has to be restructured
for the concerted development of modules and overall products within the
scope of a modular product system. Secondly, we propose a new collaboration
model between the OEM and its suppliers, since OEMs need to collaborate
directly with suppliers of lower levels of the value chain in order to facilitate
the standardisation of components and modules across different products.
Finally, we delineate an awarding process for both development services and
production volumes for series supply that resolves the conflicting priorities of
economies of scale and avoiding over‐dependence on single suppliers. The
process models described in this paper have been conceived based on sys‐
tems engineering principles and have been successfully tested and further
refined throughout several industrial projects carried out with two automo‐
tive manufacturers. The resulting approach will be demonstrated using a
generic example taken from the automotive industry.
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1. Introduction
The importance of modular product architectures in reducing the complexity of the industrial
realisation process of physical products is undisputed today and has already been described
many times in literature [1, 2]. Yet, the existing literature mainly focuses on methodologies for
the complexity‐adequate design of modular product architectures. However, the introduction of
a consistent modularisation strategy for complex products in cooperation with multiple suppli‐
ers and development partners has far‐reaching implications for the organization of product de‐
velopment and procurement. First, the development process at the original equipment manufac‐
turer (OEM) has to be restructured since there are now two different processes, which have to
be aligned: (1) the development of modules to be integrated into different overall products and
(2) the development of overall products. Both processes are temporally decoupled but must be
coordinated with regards to their content. Second the effective standardisation of product com‐
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ponents on different levels of the product architectures across different products requires the
OEM to make design decisions and resolve technical conflicts within scopes of the technical sys‐
tem that he has previously managed as black boxes during the design process, because the first‐
tier supplier used to be responsible for it. In doing so, the OEM must collaborate intensively and
directly with suppliers on lower levels of the supply chain during product development, that
have previously been coordinated by first‐tier suppliers. Therefore, a new collaboration model
between the OEM and suppliers at the various stages of the supply chain is needed. And third,
the awarding processes for external development and production services must be coordinated
on multiple levels and across projects in order to achieve the objectives of modularisation while
at the same time ensuring a robust design of the entire value chain that prevents the OEM from
being overly dependent on single vendors. All the aforementioned aspects necessitate a coherent
and strategically‐aligned collaboration between development and purchasing, which so far has
received scant attention in the research literature.
The purpose of this paper is to delineate the prerequisites for effectively tapping the poten‐
tials of product modularisation in the collaborative development of complex products. Thus, the
paper provides three major contributions: (1) a process model for the concomitant development
of modules and overall products, (2) a new collaboration model between the OEM and its sup‐
pliers that effectively supports the standardisation of product components and (3) a compre‐
hensive process for awarding development services and production volumes which resolves the
conflicting priorities of economies of scale and avoiding over‐dependence on single suppliers.
The theoretical derivation of the proposed models and practices will be explained in detail in
this paper. The empirical foundation of the approach is based on projects with two European
automotive OEMs and five of their system suppliers (development partners) in which the authors
had the opportunity to be involved as participants and consultants. Due to confidentiality
agreements with all companies involved, neither the company names nor the detailed data can
be presented here. We will therefore use a generic example from the context of the automotive
industry to illustrate the developed approach as the result of our theoretical and empirical re‐
search.
The structure of the article is divided as follows: Section 2 outlines the basics of modular
product architectures. Section 3 describes the specifics of the development process for the con‐
comitant development of modules and overall products. Then, Section 4 will propose a new col‐
laboration model between the OEM and its suppliers as part of these development processes.
Finally, Section 5 will explain how to organize the awarding of development services and pro‐
duction volumes across various products with the objective of designing robust value chains
based on modular product architectures. The article finishes in Section 6 with a conclusion.

2. Basics of modular product architectures
In order to understand the effect of modularity on the product architecture, it is necessary to
take a close look at the defining principles of modularity from a systems engineering perspec‐
tive. Modularity is a structural property of systems. A system is modular if it consists of subsys‐
tems whose inner relationships are much stronger than the relationships between these subsys‐
tems [3, 4]. This primacy of the intramodular bond leads to an almost decomposable system which
consists of subsystems (modules) that are largely decoupled from each other [5‐8]. Modularity
can thus be seen as the opposite pole to complexity with regard to a system’s structure. In other
words, modularisation, meaning grouping technical components into modules that have strong
internal relations but relatively weak external relations, is the most effective approach to reduce
the complexity of a system. This process inevitably establishes a new system level of subsys‐
tems, which is why modularisation can be seen as a targeted hierarchization process from the
perspective of general systems theory (Fig. 1). Applied to the concrete technical system of the
product architecture which encompasses the product’s components and the entire functional
and physical relations between them, this means that a product architecture is modular if it con‐
sists of subsystems (modules) that are largely independent of each other with regards to both
functional and physical relations. Functional relations encompass the flow of force, energy, ma‐
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terial and signals between technical components. Physical relations refer to the physical separa‐
bility of technical components and geometric structural dependencies between them. A compre‐
hensive computer aided methodology for the systematic development of modular product archi‐
tectures that considers technical aspects and customer needs as well as product strategy‐related
objectives can be found in [9].
All advantages (as well as disadvantages) of modular product architectures are a result of the
module’s relative independence in the product architecture. The lower strength of intermodular
relationships not only helps to share development tasks, and thus simplifies system design, but
also tends to increase product robustness by minimising incidental interactions [1] between
modules. Optimally, the interactions between modules are limited to the energy, signal and in‐
formation flow that is indispensable for fulfilling the desired function of the system. The central
advantage of the modules being largely decoupled from each other is the possibility of concen‐
trating the required variance and dynamics on specific modules and therefore limiting the ef‐
fects of these external factors to the respective modules (Fig. 2). The required product variation
can then be realized by simply varying the design of certain modules, whereas the design of the
rest of the modules remains unchanged. The same principle applies for required product design
changes over time due to a change of customer needs, new legal regulations or technological
progress. In modular product architectures, these external dynamic factors can often be ad‐
dressed by simply changing the design of certain modules, whereby as many other modules as
possible remain stable, sometimes even over several product generations (carry over).
The extensive decoupling of the modules in the product architecture thus ultimately enables
a far‐reaching decoupling of the in‐house product creation process from external competitive
changes in the market, so that even in a competitive environment characterised by high com‐
plexity and dynamics, standardisation potentials in the product creation process and thus com‐
petitive advantages can be tapped (Fig. 3). In other words, a modular product architecture ena‐
bles the generation of economies of scale [9, 10, 11] while at the same time providing a high va‐
riety of products as well as time‐stable processes in the product creation process and simultane‐
ously realising short product life cycles [12].

Fig. 1 Basic principle of modularisation from a general systems theory perspective
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Fig. 2 Concentrating variety and dynamics in the product architecture

Fig. 3 The product architecture as the leverage point for the decoupling of external competitive changes and the
in‐house product creation process

3. The development processes of modules and overall products
The task of developing a product system based on a modular product architecture has a dual
character: On the one hand, modules must be developed that can be used across different prod‐
uct variants and product lines and, in part, across product generations [12]. On the other hand,
however, the resulting products should exhibit a high degree of technical integrity, meaning that
the final products should appear to the customer as if they were made of one piece and should
not be perceived as a motley compilation of separate components [13]. To successfully master
this development task, its duality must be taken into account when designing the development
process. In concrete terms, this means that separate processes should be defined for both mod‐
ule development and development of the overall products. Both development processes should
be temporally decoupled so that the development and quality assurance of technical innovations
Advances in Production Engineering & Management 16(1) 2021
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within the modules do not have to be carried out on the critical path of the development project
for an overall product [14]. However, they need to be coupled in terms of their content to ensure
that the modules meet the requirements of the target products into which they are ultimately to
be integrated. This alignment of module and product requirements in order to meet customer
needs can be done by means of a strategic steering committee in which the areas of develop‐
ment, marketing, sales, production and purchasing are each represented with a high rank so that
the different perspectives of these departments can be mapped onto the product. On the one
hand, this steering committee can ensure that the requirements from the respective target
products will be incorporated into the modules’ development processes, but on the other hand
this steering committee must also define binding specifications for the target products with re‐
gard to the modules to be used.
This planning process for the development of a modular product system is a very complex
and time‐consuming effort (Fig. 4). The technical requirements and boundary conditions of sev‐
eral target products must always be considered during module development. In this context, it is
advantageous to define possible solution spaces so that joint intersections can be determined
within the module development process and stepwise convergence towards uniform, discrete
solutions can be promoted. Then again, the market interface and controlling must define a seg‐
ment‐compliant range of functions and quality levels as well as segment‐compliant target costs.
From this, among other things, the required variation and diversification of the modules can be
derived in order to ensure a sufficient differentiation of the overall target products offered on
the market. In both areas, technical and business planning of the modular product system, long‐
term aspects of strategic planning and innovation management have to be taken into account
and competitive developments must be anticipated. For both, the modules and the overall prod‐
ucts, innovation roadmaps have to be created which determine when which innovations will be
incorporated into modules and products (for roadmaps, [15]). Since the modules to be devel‐
oped can be used in several products that will be subsequently developed, greater effort in the
upstream module development ultimately pays off. Due to the many influencing factors and the
long prognosis period, such a strategic planning process is associated with considerable prog‐
nostic uncertainty. Therefore, an adaptation or further development process of the modules
must be implemented, which runs parallel to the development process of the corresponding
target products in order to make necessary adjustments of the modules with regard to volatile
requirements of the target products.
The development of a completely new product that does not built upon a modular product
architecture with pre‐existing modules is usually preceded by a strategy phase, in which the
product planning takes place. The result of this strategy phase is the concept booklet, a require‐
ment document that defines the strategic positioning of the product to be developed. This doc‐
ument not only describes the competitive environment and the market segment the product is
intended to enter, but also outlines important design specifications and first technical concepts
on a high aggregation level. After completion of the product planning, the actual product devel‐
opment starts from scratch. Thus, very little prior knowledge about the development object ex‐
ists, which significantly increases the uncertainty in early design decisions of the development
project. As a consequence, over the course of the project, there is a considerable risk that tech‐
nical problems occur, which had not been anticipated by the design team, requiring concept
changes that might disrupt the original project schedule. Due to the lack of experience and em‐
pirical data, preventive quality and risk management as well as virtual and physical quality as‐
surance during product development is correspondingly complex. A high degree of technical
maturity cannot be reached before late stages of the project. Even at the product launch, quality
problems often occur.
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Fig. 4 Product planning process for a modular product system

The goal of the module development process in the context of modular product development,
however, must be to provide modules that successfully passed complete quality assurance and
for which a stable production process exists [14]. The development process for the target prod‐
ucts then starts with a concept phase in which the responsible strategic project manager (chief
engineer [14]) develops a product concept based on the existing modules. At the beginning of the
concept phase, the chief engineer builds on already proven, or at least pre‐tested, modules with
a high level of technical maturity and functional reliability. This allows for reaching the proof of
concept for the overall product in a relatively short time. After concept approval, the integration
phase follows. This phase encompasses the product‐specific adaptation and integration of the
modules into a coherent overall product. The volume of the actual new development is limited to
a few customisation components, which for example are required for the integration of modules
at interfaces (e.g., specific holders etc.) or for the differentiation of the products with respect to
visual appearance. The integration phase is ended by the design freeze before the marketability
of the product is achieved in the assurance phase (Fig. 5). Throughout the development process,
preventive quality and risk management can focus on the system integration of the modules and
a limited number of changes within the modules. Even if a module’s design has to be adapted for
a specific product, the module’s basic concept can usually remain stable, so that it is still possible
to benefit from existing knowledge and experience.
The modular development process as described above can only be carried out successfully if
the decoupling of the development processes of module and overall products is also reflected in
the organisational structure of the company’s development department. In such an organisa‐
tional structure, there are development engineers and organisational units that have component
responsibility for modules and work outside the critical path of the target products’ develop‐
ment projects in the upstream module development, and others who have responsibility for
overall products and carry out the integration and application development during the devel‐
opment projects of the target products. The different individual interests of these protagonists
are determined in particular by the inherent contradiction between component‐based standard‐
isation and the aspired objective of high product differentiation. To prevent a conflicting front
Advances in Production Engineering & Management 16(1) 2021
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line between the involved stakeholders as well as to avoid unbalanced priorities, the responsibil‐
ity for modules and overall products must be interlinked in a fractal manner across all hierar‐
chical levels of the development organisation [16, 17]. Only such an organisational structure in
development can efficiently support the standardisation of modules as well as the development
of coherent overall products.

Fig. 5 Separation of module and product development process (modified according to [16])

4. Supplier integration in modular product development
Since the mid‐1980s, the importance of outsourcing development services and joint develop‐
ment with external suppliers has been recognised as a significant factor in successful product
development [18‐25]. Especially in the automotive industry, the collaboration with develop‐
ment partners and the assignment of development tasks to them has often been the subject of
scientific analysis [25, 26].
Until just a few years ago, a trend was observed among automotive companies to allocate
steadily larger scopes of development to so called system suppliers in order to accelerate the
development process and save human resources at the OEM [27]. The OEM increasingly viewed
the outsourced technical systems as black boxes and controlled their development accordingly
[28, 29]. In general, the development partners in this cooperation model were also the designat‐
ed series suppliers and carried out both the system‐technical integration of the procurement
volume in development and the subsequent assembly integration on their own authority [30].
So, for example, the order for the development and series production of an automotive seating
system was often completely assigned to a tier one supplier [31‐32]. The respective tier one
supplier carried out the actual development of the seating system based on the requirements
laid down in the specifications. The development engineer responsible for the seating system at
the OEM only guided and supervised the tier one supplier and mainly focussed on the integra‐
tion of the seating system into the overall vehicle. The tier one supplier could assign the orders
for the development and series production of modules and components within the seating sys‐
tem to subcontractors on its own behalf (Fig. 6). The main advantage of this collaboration model
was that it allowed the OEM to control relatively large development scopes with only one devel‐
opment engineer, as the detailed design of the seating system and the coordination of the sup‐
pliers on the downstream levels of the supply chain was accomplished by the tier one supplier.
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However, this outsourcing of actual development and awarding responsibility had two major
downsides. (1) The development engineers at the OEM no longer had an in‐depth understanding
of the technical system for which they were responsible [28, 29, 33]. Since the definition of the
manufacturing processes for the seating system and its components lay also in the hands of the
tier one supplier, essential technical know‐how flowed from the OEMs to the suppliers. (2) The
OEM had no influence on determining which seating structure or which safety and comfort sys‐
tems – such as airbags and seat belt buckles or seat heaters and seat ventilation systems – were
integrated into the seating system. That prevented the OEM from standardising these technical
components within the seating systems across different vehicles resulting in an uncontrolled
increase in variety at the assembly and component level. This specific downside to the outsourc‐
ing of development services has been insufficiently reflected in the scientific discourse so far.
To effectively facilitate components’ standardisation across different vehicles necessitates a
new collaboration model between the OEM and its suppliers. Such a new collaboration model,
however, must not entail a significant increase in capacity requirements in the OEM’s develop‐
ment department. To address these aspects, the authors propose a new collaboration model,
which will be illustrated in the following, again using the example of an automotive seating sys‐
tem’s development.
As part of a comprehensive modularisation strategy, the OEM must regain control over the
development of all major product components to be able to specify standard modules for differ‐
ent vehicles. This means that, in the course of module development, the OEM must again work
directly together with the suppliers of the second and third level of the subsequent value chain
and must again assume the responsibility for awarding the respective volumes. That way, it can
for example be ensured that the same standardised seating structure is used in the seating sys‐
tems of different vehicles to generate appropriate economies of scale. However, the specification
of modules for certain technical systems implies the conceptual design of these systems. Thus,
the OEM must again take over the responsibility for the system‐technical integration of vehicle‐
specific procurement volumes during development. This is a prerequisite for deriving technical
requirements for cross‐vehicle module development. For reasons of capacity, this integration
process is supported by an external development partner. This should usually be a potential tier
one supplier or, in the late stage of development, the actual tier one supplier, because only they
have the knowledge required for the system‐technical integration of the procurement volumes
(see also Section 5). This tier one supplier can also be a potential module supplier within the
scope of the procurement volume for subsequent series production. The responsibility for de‐
velopment and awarding of the tier one supplier itself is limited only to vehicle‐specific individ‐
ualisation components of subordinate value (e.g., covers of a seating system).
However, this new collaboration model has the consequence that the development task at the
OEM in part becomes more complex since the system‐technical integration or performance inte‐
gration [13], which was previously limited to a high level of aggregation (seating system‐to‐
vehicle), must be extended to lower levels of the product architecture (e.g., module‐to‐seating
system). As a result, the development engineer responsible for integration of the seating system
has to acquire in‐depth knowledge about the interaction of the modules and components within
the seating system, which the developer previously managed as a black box during the design
process. That means it is again increasingly important to gather architectural knowledge [34, cf.
35]. In addition, the development of the modules, which should be standardised across several
vehicles, must again be controlled directly by a development engineer at the OEM responsible
for components with regard to the requirements of the different target vehicles. In turn, this
module developer must have an in‐depth understanding of the internal structure and functional‐
ity of the individual modules, i.e. what is known as component knowledge [36, cf. 13, 37]. The
solution of technical problems at the interface of different development and / or award volumes
is now the responsibility of the OEM and requires a close functional coordination between the
development engineer responsible for the system‐technical integration and the module devel‐
opers. This increases the OEM’s coordination effort during product development (Fig. 7).
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Fig. 6 Development task and responsibility for awarding before the introduction of a consistent
modularisation strategy – using the example of an automotive seating system

Fig. 7 Development task and responsibility for awarding after the introduction of a consistent modularisation
strategy – using the example of an automotive seating system
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This additional effort associated with product modularization has led some authors to rate the
positive effects of modularization in product development as significantly less than originally
hoped [13, 38, 39, 40], some even speak of the unfulfilled promise of modularity [13] in this con‐
text. However, there is a failure here to recognise that the implementation of a comprehensive
modularisation strategy requires the coherent redesign of the development process, supplier
integration and awarding process, as described in this paper, to fully reap the potential benefits
of product modularisation. Under the premise of such a comprehensive approach, the extra de‐
velopment effort pays off, because it increases the overall performance of product development
with great leverage by allowing for the development of a significantly larger number of different
overall products with a very high degree of technical maturity in a relatively short time. Moreo‐
ver, this additional effort in development at the OEM is not associated with an increase in capaci‐
ty requirements in the OEM’s development department: on the one hand, the development of
modules used in different vehicles is more complex, but on the other hand, the number of mod‐
ules to be developed decreases as a result of standardisation. Thus, the volume of vehicle‐
specific development projects, which now only involves integration and application develop‐
ment of technically mature modules, is significantly reduced. Therefore, it is often sufficient to
shift internal development capacities from the vehicle‐specific development projects to the
module development projects. In addition, the actual development of the standardised modules
continues to take place with the module suppliers and is only controlled by the OEM with regard
to the requirements of the different target vehicles. As a result, the level of outsourcing of devel‐
opment services to external partners remains virtually unchanged overall. This also applies to
the influence of external development partners in driving innovation. Due to the specific know‐
how of the suppliers (cf. learning by doing [13, cf. 35]), many module‐ or component‐related in‐
novation impulses will continue to originate from the suppliers (push principle). However, due to
the increased knowledge of the OEM in terms of the interaction of the modules in the procure‐
ment volumes as well as the cross‐vehicle‐oriented control of module development by the re‐
sponsible development engineers at the OEM, innovation ideas from the OEM to the suppliers
are becoming more and more important (pull principle).

5. The awarding process
To design a robust value chain based on modular product architectures, the duality of the devel‐
opment processes described, i.e. the separation of module development and overall product
development, must also be reflected in the awarding process. This means that differentiation
between modules and integration volumes, which cover several modules, is necessary. The mod‐
ified collaboration model with the development partner also requires a differentiation between
the awarding of development services and subsequent delivery in series production. This will be
explained below again using the example of the automotive industry.
5.1 The awarding of integration services in development and production
When the responsibility for system integration and awarding to downstream suppliers in the
value chain was still with the tier one supplier, the OEM was forced to award the entire order for
the development services and subsequent series delivery to a specific tier one contractor very
early on, usually shortly after completion of the concept booklet. This was necessary to enable
the tier one supplier to award the almost completely project‐specific volume to the subcontrac‐
tors of the downstream levels at an early stage in order to ensure the supply of parts in subse‐
quent series production. Before the introduction of a comprehensive modularisation strategy,
every vehicle generation was typically entirely new designed. Thus, prior knowledge about the
concepts to be developed barely existed, so that design decisions had to be made under high
prognostic uncertainty, in particular during early stages in product development. This uncer‐
tainty rendered design decisions less stable and led to frequent concept changes (cf. Section 3)
resulting in high costs for change management and often even renegotiation of the series price.
The bargaining power of the tier one supplier was relatively large due to the necessity of the
OEM to bind early to a certain tier one supplier and the reduced knowledge of the OEM about the
Advances in Production Engineering & Management 16(1) 2021
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system integration within the procurement volumes. The only advantage for the OEM was that
the development costs did not have to be paid directly, but could be allocated to the later series
price.
If the OEM as part of the modularisation strategy again takes over the system‐technical inte‐
gration of larger procurement volumes and the modules for which the series production is
awarded are already completely developed, the OEM is able to carry out a two‐stage awarding
process (Fig. 8). In the early phase of a vehicle project – in which it used to be necessary to
award the entire production volume and thus to make far‐reaching decisions with high prognos‐
tic uncertainty – initially only the engineering service for supporting the OEM in the system‐
technical integration of the respective procurement volume up to the design freeze is awarded.
Hereby, the selected development partner is usually a potential tier one supplier. This is because
only these suppliers have the required development competence (especially with regards to
design for manufacturing and assembly) to support the OEM efficiently in the system‐technical
integration of large procurement volumes. The OEM then directly remunerates supplier devel‐
opment costs. At the time of the design freeze, when the design of the entire vehicle has been
completed, a second invitation to tender is issued, in which the remaining quality assurance of
the procurement volume and the actual production output in terms of assembly integration and
series delivery is awarded.
Since the concepts have a high level of technical maturity due to the already predeveloped
modules and the high volume of common concepts, modules and parts, the remaining develop‐
ment risk at the time of awarding the series production is relatively low, so that there is a high
degree of prognostic certainty for the series award. Nevertheless, some communication losses
and handover problems in development are to be expected, if this second invitation to tender
results in a change of the supplier, meaning if the later series supplier is different from the pre‐
vious development partner up to the design freeze. When awarding larger assembly volumes,
such as a seating system or a cockpit module, the production and quality expertise of potential
suppliers must be carefully assessed. In the automotive industry, for example, a segment‐specific
differentiation must be made. If, for example, a supplier has so far only had experience as a seat‐
ing system supplier for vehicles from the lower segment, it should be closely reviewed if this
specific supplier can meet the increased quality requirements of a higher vehicle segment. This
also partly affects the awarding of development services in the early phase of vehicle develop‐
ment.

Fig. 8 Previous, conventional awarding process vs. new, two‐stage awarding process
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5.2 The awarding of modules
Since modules are used in several products and in part even in several product generations [12],
and therefore are produced in large numbers over a long period of time, the awarding decision
for the modules has a high relevance. This opens up a field of potential conflict for the OEM in
assigning the modules in regard to the robust design of the value chain, which has so far attract‐
ed little attention in literature. To maximise the economies of scale, the OEM would have to bind
itself exclusively to one supplier in the long term in order to obtain a high quantity of standard‐
ised modules over a long period of time. However, this would result in a high dependence of the
OEM on this supplier and significantly reduce the robustness of the value chain as there would
not be an adequate alternative in the event of supplier failure. Toyota's approach to address this
issue is predicated on long‐term, and sometimes exclusive, symbiotic collaborations with select‐
ed suppliers [14, 41] which is often assured via company shares. This approach cannot fully be
applied to the structure of the western supplier industry. We propose a multi‐stage awarding
process for the modules to resolve the conflicting priorities of maximising economies of sales
and avoiding over‐dependence on certain suppliers. In contrast to the awarding of integration
services in development and production, the dividing line for allocating the award volume does
not run within the development process, but between different production volumes after com‐
pleted development. The reasons for this and the specific design of this awarding process will be
explained in more detail below.
As the functional relationships in modular product architectures are concentrated on the
modules (cf. Section 2), the modules are usually also the primary technology carriers and thus
often the starting point of innovations. For this reason, it is recommended that the awarding of
modules be preceded by a concept competition that enables evaluation of the technology and
development competence of potential suppliers. Due to the level of innovation and the large
number of requirements to be taken into account from the different target products (cf. Section
3), the development of new modules is considerably costlier than later integration development.
Therefore, the development effort and the development risk are accordingly high for the suppli‐
er. The quality assurance within the module development process is extremely complex and
requires a close collaboration between OEM and supplier. In addition, the new development of
modules involving technical innovations also touches on intellectual property issues. A division
of the award volume, which is still done within development is therefore ‐ in contrast to the in‐
tegration development ‐ not viable. The supplier can only be motivated to undertake the consid‐
erable development effort and to take on the development risk if, at the same time, later series
production is also awarded to a significant extent. However, since the developed modules are
then used in several products and product generations, the later volume of series delivery is so
large that it opens up the possibility of dividing the award volume into different batches, which
can then be awarded to different suppliers. The division of the batches should be staggered over
time (e.g., depending on the planned vehicle launches) in order to be able to control the degree
of capacity utilisation of the suppliers and also consider regional aspects (such as the supply of
different production facilities) in order to reduce logistics costs and satisfy local content re‐
quirements. The supplier to whom the module volume was originally awarded develops the
module and, at the same time, gets the award for the first, mostly very extensive, batch for series
delivery so that the development effort pays off for this supplier (Fig. 9).
This supplier can also apply again when later batches are being awarded. However, the sup‐
plier already knows when the first batch of the production volume is awarded that the entire
awarding volume will be distributed among several suppliers. Depending on the volume of the
module, it may also be the case that the supplier who originally developed the module does not
have the capacity to solely supply the global production volumes required by the OEM.
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Fig. 9 Awarding process for modules

The division of award volumes in later series delivery requires strategic planning which must
be anchored both institutionally and organisationally in the committee landscape of the OEM,
e.g., in the form of a strategic award steering committee. The two most important representa‐
tives in this body, which must also include representatives from production logistics and quality
management, are purchasing and development. Within this body, a strategic procurement
roadmap must be developed which considers both the planned product launches and scheduling
of technical innovations as well as the OEM's global procurement targets and the supplier's as‐
sessment in terms of their strategic direction, economic stability and their production capacity.
The long‐term planning of the awarding of modules thus requires a much more intensive coor‐
dination between development and purchasing than the procurement of purely project‐specific
volumes with a comparatively short‐term planning horizon.
The example of Toyota [42‐44] impressively demonstrates the importance of product design
for manufacturing and assembly in the context of strategic quality management. Toyota sees
itself primarily as a production company where development work allows for function, quality
and efficiency, but these are actually realised in the factory. The design for manufacturing there‐
fore has absolute priority in the Toyota development system. The joint development work with
the suppliers provides for close and detailed coordination throughout the supplier network
which aims to streamline the processes, synchronises the value streams and matches production
systems along the entire value chain [14, 44‐46].
Applied to the approach outlined in this section for the design of the module awarding pro‐
cess, this means that the OEM and the supplier to whom the development contract and the first
batch for a module volume was awarded both share a common responsibility for design for
manufacturing and the definition of an optimal production and assembly process. This process
must then be specified with binding nature in subsequent awards for all other suppliers for this
procurement volume. This requires that the production process is based on best‐practice solu‐
tions that can be reliably implemented by every potential supplier. In order to ensure this, the
OEM must again specifically acquire knowledge about the production and assembly processes of
modules and integration volumes across several stages of the value chain. For certain key scopes
of particular technical or monetary importance, this may also include a small pilot production
and assembly line at the OEM. This facility has only a minor importance in terms of production
volume and primarily fosters the development and continuous improvement of manufacturing
and assembly processes. If this is not possible and the complexity of the awarded volume re‐
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quires specific knowledge in terms of development and production which only one or a few sup‐
pliers have, then the acquisition of shares of suppliers following the Toyota model could be a
conceivable alternative in individual cases for securing a long‐term partnership. In this way, if
necessary, exclusivity in cooperation can be ensured, which prevents the outflow of know‐how
through the development partner to potential competitors.

6. Conclusion
The individualisation of demand and the internationalisation of the geographical orientation of
companies as well as shorter technology cycles have made the adequate handling of complexity
and dynamics a decisive competitive factor in almost all industries [47]. The main question is
how to reduce the complexity of product creation without restricting the range of products of‐
fered by companies. Modular product architectures, which serve as the basis for the develop‐
ment of modular product families, are of particular importance in this context as they enable the
provision of a high number of variants and the realisation of short product life cycles while sim‐
ultaneously opening up standardisation potentials in the product creation process.
In this paper we proposed a comprehensive approach to fully reap the benefits of modular
product architectures in the collaborative development of complex products. This approach en‐
compasses necessary changes to the design of the product development process and the award‐
ing process as well as a new collaboration model for the integration of suppliers during product
development.
Firstly, we have shown that the development of a modular product family requires a special
design of the development processes which considers the dual character of the development
task [16]. This duality exists in the development of standardised modules on the one hand, and
sufficiently differentiated overall products of high coherence on the other hand. In order to meet
both requirements, the module development process has to be temporally decoupled from the
development process of the overall products. A strategic steering committee should be imple‐
mented that reflects the different product views of different functional departments and busi‐
ness units. This ensures that the modules meet the requirements of the target products.
Secondly, we proposed a new collaboration model with external development partners as
part of the redesigned product development process. In order to achieve effective cross‐product
standardisation, the OEM must again control the development of all major product components
to be able to specify standard modules to be used in different products. This forces the OEM to
collaborate directly with the second and third tier suppliers in module development and take
over responsibility for awarding modules within procurement batches. However, the specifica‐
tion of modules for certain technical systems implies the conceptual design of these systems.
Thus, the OEM must again take over the responsibility for the system‐technical integration of
product‐specific procurement volumes during development. As a result, the OEM must re‐
acquire specific knowledge regarding the function and structure of the modules and their inter‐
action within the procurement volumes. Since the development of modules involves the consid‐
eration of requirements from several target products and the subsequent development of the
overall products requires close coordination between the development engineers responsible
for the module development and the development engineer responsible for the product‐specific
integration and application, the development task at the OEM becomes more complex overall.
Finally, we showed how to organise the awarding process, in order to generate economies of
scale and, at the same time, ensure a robust design of the supply chain. With respect to the
awarding process a distinction must be made between the award of development services and
production volumes as well as between the module and integration volumes. The separation of
the module and product development process allows for a two‐stage awarding process in which
initially only the development up to the design freeze and then later the remaining series assur‐
ance along with the production output, i.e. assembly integration, is awarded. In this way, more
competition as well as cost transparency and security can be realised when awarding assembly
integration in series production. When awarding the modules, there is a field of potential conflict
between generating the greatest possible economies of scale and avoiding over‐dependence on
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individual suppliers. This can only be resolved by dividing the entire procurement volume for
the series delivery of several target products into different batches which will be awarded separately. Due to the complexity and level of innovation of module development, it is not possible to
divide up the development scope. Since development costs and risks are accordingly high for the
supplier, the first award of a module, in addition to the complete development order, typically
must also contain the first production batch in series delivery with a correspondingly large
scope.
With regard to current and future development, it can be said that complex products such as
automobiles are increasingly becoming product service systems. In particular, the higher level of
electronics and software (e.g., in-drive entertainment systems, driverless driving, car-to-car
communication) hereby leads to new development processes and a reorganisation of production
chains as well as to changed power relations between OEM and certain suppliers. In particular,
the question arises as to who will own which customer data or who can use it. As a result, on the
one hand, questions about the scope of outsourcing and the tailoring of modules must be posed
again. On the other hand, however, the choice of individual product and process development
partners and the design of development networks must also once again be questioned. An example is the purchase of the map service here by BMW, Mercedes and Audi for 2.8 billion euros
in 2015, which in this context can also lead to challenges in the design of modules beyond OEM
borders, which creates further need for future research.
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